Let’s Party!

Kid’s Box Second edition, Level 4

A print-at-home black and white worksheet on common food items, including those that might be served at a party. More resources available at cambridge.org/kidsbox.
1 Circle the one that doesn’t belong.

1 a cup of: tea bananas coffee milk
2 a bag of: fruit candy potatoes water
3 a bowl of: soup salad ice cream orange juice
4 a glass of: lemonade milk water apples
5 a bottle of: water pears juice lemonade
6 a box of: cupcakes chocolates eggs chicken

2 Unscramble and write the words.

1 There’s a \underline{rentoa} of \underline{sgeg}. 
   \underline{carton of eggs}
2 There’s a \underline{pcu} of \underline{efcoef}.
3 There’s a \underline{lsags} of \underline{limk}.
4 There’s a \underline{gba} of \underline{spare}.
5 There’s a \underline{tetlob} of \underline{ratwe}.
6 There’s a \underline{lwbo} of \underline{iturf}.
7 There’s a \underline{xbo} of \underline{aresong}.